Measures of attributable risk (mortality)
risk difference, attributable risk, absolute excess risk
population attributable risk Alternative representations of P AF Alternative representations of P AF
• In case-control studies, the latter formula ist used thereby
• X t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 5} stochastic process describing state occupied at time t
• Transition probabilities: P ij (s, t) = P (X t = j|X s = i)
• Time-dependent vital status Multistate modelling approach (1)
• Time-dependent vital status
• exposure known at t = 0:
and P 01 (t) ≡ 0
(infections on admission)
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Multistate modelling approach (2)
Multistate approach (3):
• All quantities of interest are functions of time and can be expressed in terms of transition probabilities.
• P (D, t) , P (D|E
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Multistate approach (3):
"Population Attributable Fraction"
• Estimation with Aalen-Johansen estimator of transition probabilities will properly account for censoring; standard errors via bootstrap SIR 3-study
• Prospective cohort study on the incidence of nosocomial infections in intensive care unit (ICU) patients.
• All patients who stayed 48 hours or longer in the ICUs were included and followed until discharge or death on ICU (1.6% censored).
• 5 ICUs (72 ICU beds); study period 2/2000 -7/2001.
• Study has been conducted within the network "Spread of nosocomial infections and resistant pathogens (SIR)". • Application of a multistate model turns out to be a useful and easily understandable approach for the estimation of attributable mortality and related quantities taking temporal dynamics, competing events and potential censoring into account.
• The multistate model provides a general framework for both time dependent exposure and exposure known at t = 0.
• If there is no (or little) censoring, crude rates lead to identical (similar) results for large t.
• So far, exposure to single risk factors has only been considered in isolation; in order to properly adjust for confounding, a simultaneous analysis, e.g. based on a suitable regression model, is necessary. (SIR 3-study: nosocomial pneumonia, pneumonia on admission, SAPS II-categories at admission)
Pittet D, Tarara D, Wenzel RP. Nosocomial bloodstream infection in critically ill patients: Excess length of stay, extra costs, and attributable mortality. JAMA 1994; 271:1598-1601.
• "Case-control study" in surgical ICU (Matched cohort study) (4002 admitted patients, 107 with nosocomial sepsis)
• "Cases": patients with nosocomial sepsis • "Controls":
patients without nosocomial sepsis, matched for age, sex, length of stay to infection, comorbidities etc.
• Attributable mortality
• = mortality rate of cases -mortality rate of controls = 43/86 − 13/86 = 50% − 15% = 35%
• P AF (reconstructed) • Case study in 16 northern French hospitals (14222 beds)
• "Cases": All patients who died at least 48 hours after admission (n = 1945 deaths, review of patient's charts and interview of patient's treating physician by infection-control practioner)
• "NI-associated mortality" (AM) • = # deaths associated with NI # deaths included into the study "Associated Mortality"
"Percent deaths associated (attributable) to risk factor"
Relationship to P AF :
(1 − AM ) 
